
Overview: 

Welcome to a transformative journey designed exclusively for your executive team. We're thrilled to introduce a
facilitated strategy day that goes beyond conventional planning—immersing your organisation in a dynamic
blend of Appreciative Inquiry, Values and Vision Review, and innovative Six Hats Strategy Development. 

 Why Choose Our Facilitated Strategy Day?

Tailored Approach: Your organization is unique, and so should be your strategy. Our facilitators understand
the importance of crafting a tailored experience, aligning with your organization's specific needs and
challenges.

1.

Appreciative Inquiry: Fueled by positivity, Appreciative Inquiry is at the heart of our process. We'll explore
your organization's strengths, successes, and the essence of what makes it thrive, creating a foundation for
forward-thinking strategies.

2.

Values and Vision Review: Revisit and refine your organizational values and vision. Align your team with a
shared purpose, fostering unity and a clear direction for the future.

3.

Strategy Review: Dive deep into your current strategies, identifying what's working seamlessly and areas
for enhancement. Our experts facilitate a constructive dialogue to fine-tune your approach and ensure it's in
line with your overarching goals.

4.

Six Hats Strategy Development: Experience the power of parallel thinking with the Six Hats framework.
Explore your strategies from multiple perspectives, promoting holistic decision-making and minimizing blind
spots.

5.

What to Expect:
Engaging Workshops: Our workshops are interactive, ensuring active participation and valuable insights from
every team member.
Expert Facilitators: Guided by seasoned facilitators, your team will benefit from a wealth of experience and
expertise in strategic planning and team dynamics.
Innovation Hub: Foster creativity and innovation as your team collaborates in an environment designed to
inspire breakthrough ideas.
Actionable Roadmap: Walk away with a concrete and actionable strategic roadmap that reflects your team's
collective vision and goals.

Our facilitated strategy day is more than just an event; it's a catalyst for organizational excellence. Celebrate
success, ignite vision, and pave the way for a future defined by purposeful strategies and collaborative
leadership.
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Jane Wundersitz delivered this in spades! Her energy, insights and well-paced
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